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ABSTRACT 
Some inequalities of E. B. Davies concerning the continuity of the absolute value 
map in the Schatten classes are improved. 
Let H be a separable complex Hilbert space, and let B(H) denote the 
algebra of all bounded linear operators acting on H. Let C, (1~ p < co) 
denote the Schatten pclass, and 11. lip the associated p-norm defined by 
llTllp = (trlTIP)‘/P, where ITI = (T*T)l/’ is the absolute value of T. 
In a recent paper [4], E. B. Davies proved that if f: R + R is a function 
of the form f(t)=at+b+jL,(t-s)p(ds), where a,bcR and p is a 
signed measure of compact support, then 
i/f(A) -f(B)11 pG cJIA - WI, 
whenever A and B are self-adjoint operators in B(H) and 1 < < 00. Here 
c,,~ is a constant depending on p and f. 
The following inequalities of Davies [4] are very crucial in the proof of the 
inequality (1). 
THEOREM 1 (Davies). If A is a selfdjoint operator in C, for some p 
such that 1 -C p < 00, and if X E B(H), then 
II IAIX - Xl4 itp G $I+ Y~)IIAX - XAII,, (2) 
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where 
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i 
w if 2gp<co, 
u,= cp 
p-1 
if l<pg2, 
and c > 1 is an absolute constant. 
THEOREM 2 (Davies). ZfA,Z?EB(H), then 
11 IAl - IBI ]]p G 4(1+ Y,)IIA - Blip (3) 
for l<pCoo. 
We remark here that for p = 2, the constant 4(1+ y,) in Theorem 2 can 
be replaced by the optimal constant fi (see [l, 4, 5]), and for self-adjoint 
operators (even for normal operators [S]) the constants in Theorems 1 and 2 
can be replaced by 1 (see [l, 4, 61). As demonstrated in [4], Theorems 1 and 2 
are not valid for the cases p = 1 and p = CO (the usual operator norm). 
For other inequalities concerning the continuity of the absolute value map 
A -+ I A I in the pnorm (1 Q p < 00) and more generally in unitarily invariant 
norms, the reader is referred to [2, 3, 71 and references there. 
The purpose of this paper is to improve the estimates in Theorems 1 and 
2 for a general p such that 1 < p < co. Consequently the constant c,,, ,. in the 
inequality (1) is also improved. 
Our approach depends on the following theorem of Davies [4] and on the 
Clarkson-McCarthy inequalities (see [8] and references there). 
THEOREM 3 (Davies). Zf A and B are positive operators in C, for some p 
suchthut l<pcoo, then 
IlAX - XBII, G YJAX + WI, (4) 
for all X E B(H). 
As mentioned in [4], Theorem 3 is false for p = 1 and p = 00. For p = 2 
we remark that a stronger version of Theorem 3 can be proved. In fact, using 
the von Neumann perturbation theorem [9] which asserts that every positive 
operator is the sum of a positive diagonal operator and a Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator with arbitrarily small Hilbert-Schmidt norm, one can prove that if A 
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and B are positive operators in E(H), then IlAX - XBJI, < IlAX + XBII, for 
all X E B(H). 
To accomplish our goal we need the following lemma, which is of 
independent interest. 
LEMMA 4. ZfT E B(H) ad 
T Tl2 
T= T1l 1 1 21 T 22 
with respect to some orthgonul decomposition of H, then we have 
(4 IITII~ 2 ~~j-1llTijll~ for 2 G P < 00, 
@I IITII~ G ~~j=IIITijll~ for 1 G P d 2, 
Cc) IITll”p G W~J~ + lITzzll~)q’p + W12ll; + llT2~ll;)q’p for 2 G P < ~0 
ad l/p + l/q = 1, 
(d) IITII; 2 W~J; + llT~11~)“‘” +W12llf: + llT2~ll~>q’p for 1 < P < 2 ad 
l/p + l/9 = 1. 
Proof. The famous Clarkson-McCarthy inequalities assert that if R, S E 
Z?(H), then 
IF + Sll; + IIR - SII; G 2P-‘(llRll:: + IISII;) (5) 
for2<p<co, 
IIR + Sll; + IIR - Sll; a 2P-‘(llRll; + Ilsll;) (6) 
for 16 p Q 2, 
IIR + Sll”p + IIR - Sll; a 2( IIRII; + llsll;)q’p (7) 
for2,(p<coandl/p+l/g=l,and 
IIR + Sll; + IIR - Sll; G 2(llRll:: + Il~lI::)q’p (8) 
for l<p<2and l/p+l/q=l. 
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then U is a unitary operator and 
T 
unJ* = 
- y2, 
- l-12 
T, I * 
Thus IITII; = IlUTU*ll;, IIT + UTU*ll; = Zp(IITrlll; + 
IIT-UTU*II::=2P(IIT~zll::+llT2111~) for IGP<OO. 
Now the inequalities (5), (6), (7), and (8) applied to T and UTU* yield 
the desired inequalities (a), (b), (c), and (d) of Lemma 4. n 
Though it is not needed here, we comment that related to inequalities (a) 
and (b) of Lemma 4 one can prove the following inequalities: 
22-PllTll~ d IfI IITijll~ 
i,j=l 
(9) 
for2<p<co,and 
22-PllTll~ 2 C itTijllF (10) 
i,j=l 
for 1~ p < 2. In fact inequality (b) of Lemma 4 and the inequality (10) are 
valid for the quasinorm II- Ilp when 0 < p < 1. 
Now we are in a position to improve the estimate in Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 5. lf A is a self&joint operator in C, for some p such that 
1~ p < CQ, and if X E B(H), then 
IIIAIX- XIAIII,G (I+ $$%X- =-VI, (11) 
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11 IAIX - Xl4 lip G (l+ Y;)~‘~IIAX - WI, (12) 
for 1-C p < 2. 
Proof. Since A is seif-adjoint, H can be decomposed as H = H+@ H_ so 
that 
A= IA; -:_I9 
where A+ and A _ are positive operators on H, and H_ respectively. Let 
x, x2 x= x 
[ 1 3 x4 
relative to the decomposition H = H+@ H_ . Then 
AX-XA= 
A+X,-X,A+ A+X,+ X,A_ 
-A-X3-X3A+ -A_X,+X,A_ 1 
and 
A+X~-XIA+ 
IAIX-WV= A x _x A 
i-3 
A+Xz-X,A_ 
3 + 1 A-X,-X,A_ 
So far our technique is very similar to the one employed by Davies [4]. 
Instead of using Lemma 6 in [4] and the triangle inequality as in [4] we 
employ Theorem 3 and Lemma 4 to obtain an improved version of Davies’s 
result. 
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Now, if 2 < p < co, then by inequality (c) of Lemma 4 and Theorem 3, we 
have 
< ([AX - XAll”p + y,9llAX - XAII; 
[by inequality (a) of Lemma 41 
= (l+ y;)llAX - XAII;. 
This proves the inequality (11). 
On the other hand, if 1 < p < 2, then by inequality (b) of Lemma 4 and 
Theorem 3 we have 
< I(AX - XAII; + y;(IAX - XAII; 
[by inequality (d) of Lemma 41 
= (l+ y;)IIAX - XAII;. 
This proves the inequality (12), and so the proof of Theorem 5 is now 
complete. n 
A natural generalization of Theorem 2 with an improved bound is 
demonstrated in the following theorem 
THEOREM 6. ZfA, B E B(H), then 
II IAl - PI/I”, + 11 IA*l - lB*lll; G 2(1+ Y,~)~“IIA - 41:: (13) 
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11 I4 - PI ti; + illA* - P*lll”p G 2(1+ v;)IIA - 41:: (14) 
Proof. First assume that A and B are self-adjoint. Then following the 
arguments in [4], we obtain form Theorem 5 that 
II I4 - PI lip =s (I+ ~;)“~llA - Bll, (15) 
for2<p<m and l/p+l/q=l,and 
II I4 - I4 lip G (I+ ~,p)“~llA - Blip (16) 
for 1 < p < 2. Now the inequalities (13) and (14) follow, respectively, from 
the inequalities (15) and (16) applied to the self-adjoint operators 
[:* :I and [lY* :I. n 
Theorem 6 enables us to give the following generalization of the self- 
adjoint case. 
COROLLARY 7. IfAandBare rwrmul operators in B(H), then 
iI4 - IBIII,G (I+ u;)‘/“llA - 41, 
for 2<p<ca and l/p+l/q, and 
II I4 - PI lip G (l+ ~,p)“~llA - Blip 
for 1 < p < 2. 
(17) 
(18) 
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 6 and the fact that for a normal 
operator A we have 1 A I= I A* I. H 
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